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☜Something is rotten in the state ofDenmark?☝
A year ago we were celebrating the resurgence of SCSI
new issues. The only criticism we had was that there were

so many froth stocks. But at least investors knew that issues

such as Division, MAID. On-Demand, Phonelink, Oxford

Molecular, Superscape, Virtualin etc. were highly
speculative. In fact, the performance of these companies
since joining the market has been surprisingly good with
few real shockers.

should have beenissued. This would have at least stopped
new investors buying shares against expectations which
clearly were not going to be lulfilled.
The winners were the VCs and directors who sold at the
time of the oat and the brokers.
The losers were the new - often small - investors. But the

real loser is our industry. If confidence disappears, so will
the new issues. Without them the sounder companies in

 

The real shocks have come from companies with previously
sound performances. The record, /' > . I

compounded this month by MDIS and
DFlS, creates great cause for concern.

The scenario goes like this:
- private company makes record

profits/announces intention to float.
- luture prospects described as

excellent so float attracts high

valuation. At this point the small
private investor enters.
- company☂s broker issues profit
projection. Other brokers copy.
- original investors (usually including
the V05) cash in at the time of float.
- the float takes place around half way

through the first six months trading -
so all parties, including the brokers,

ought to have a pretty good idea of the

interim figures.
- the first period end passes but still
optimistic comments are being made,

broker confirms forecast and new
investors continue to be attracted.

and then...
- maiden interim results are issued

substantially below expectations. The
shares dive - often by 50% or more.
- the company and its brokers then say
that the downturn all happened in the

three months after the float and they

had absolutely no idea of any problems

at the time of the placing.

We are concerned because:-
1 ♥ we find it difficult to believe that
trading problems were not suspected
at the time of the float. The issues

should have been delayed or investors >
warned. They were not.
2 - accurate forecasting is an essential
ingredient for survival and success .
3 - as soon as the shortfall became  

☁ some examples  

  

placing were reportedly ☜better than in

jexpectations. DFtS ☁brokers☁ Beeson
Gregory had issued no revision to their

 

the sector will be starved of the funds forfuture growth.

☂ W
MDIS (see p2) floated in May 94 at 260p. Results,'announced

y in Sept. 94, for the six months to June 94, showed PBT 33%
down. The shares dived to 107p reducing the value of MDIS
by over £150m since the float - the biggest capitalisation
reduction we have ever recorded in such a-short time.
Baring Capital investors had led the consortium-funding the

NBC which had made a £120m profit onithelloat; Barings
:j'organised the float and the sale of the institutionelzeQUity.
Brokers Nat West issued a profits forecast of £25.7m'on 30m
June 94 and no profit warning since. _ v
DRS Data & Research (see p2) was a new issue in 'Apr. 94
at 110p. Sales in the 12 weeks before

previous period". In Sept. 94. without any
warning, results to 30th June showed
EPS down 13% - considerably below

lorec☂asr of £3.9m PBTtorthe year. DFtS
shares have fallen 65%.
Code (see p4) was placed in Feb. 94 at
235p with £20m going straight to existing
sharehorders. in July 94 Coda
announced interim losses to 80th Apr. 94

oi £2.55m compared with PBT of £427K

 

last time, No warning had been issued
and their brokers SG Warburg had not
revised iheirforecasts. This month Coda
issued another profits warning and the
share price has dived to 84p.
Allen was launched in Nov. 93 at 230p.
but issued a profits warning six months
later. SQ warburg current forecast is still

£5m for the full year which could be
regarded as ☜ambitious☝. Azlan shares
have fallen to 168p.
Clinical computing was placed in Feb.
94 at 124p. Results to 30th June 94

showed [351' of £446K converted to a
£227K loss, The shares are down 37% at 78p.

 
Cllnlcel Computing   really apparent, a profits warningk
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DFtS Data & Research
DRS Data & Research Services floated in Apr. 94 at
110p which valued them at £39.2m. In 1993 - i.e. the
year before the float - DFiS made an impressive operating
profit of 23m on revenues of £11 .6m. This month, however,
maiden results for the six months to 30th June 1994show
revenues down 16% at £5.8m and PET down 3% at

£1.48m and EPS down 13%.
DRS is a data capture bureau and recent growth has been
fuelled by their move into optical mark reading systems

where schools (i.e. exam marking) was their most

important market (70% of revenues). The shortfall in sales
was blamed on "recent uncertainty☝ in the education
market. Of course, in words reminiscent of others recently,

all the shortfall occurred post float - i.e. in May and June.
Indeed, the listing particulars clearly states that "in the
rst 12 weeks of 1994, sales were significanth better than

in the corresponding period...the directors view the
outcome for the current year with confidence☝.
☜The changes in the National Curriculum announced in
Marand ☜the purchase by Capita ofDHS☂ largest schools
distributor, SIMS☝ (in June!) were cited as the "unusual
combination of factors☝ resulting in the shortfall.
DRS shares fell 58% on the announcement. They ended
Sept. at 38p - down a massive 65% in the five months

since the float.
Footnote: MD Malcolm Brighton says he will now be
buying more DRS shares at these ☜silly/owprices☝. Source
- Financial Times 17th Sept. 94.

DRS has sold its controlling interest in Solutions from
Technology (Si-T) in an M80. SFl☂ lost £482K in 1993
and "continued to make losses, although smaller, in the
current year".

McDonnell Information Systems (MDIS)
MDIS was floated in May 94 at 260p valuing the company
at £260m. Maiden results for the six months to 30th June
94 show revenues down 3% at £68.6m, operating profit
down 34% at £5.4m, PBT down 33% at £5.04m and EPS
down 28%. MDIS expects full year profits ☜below that for
1993". In 1993 MDIS made PBT of £21 .2m and brokers
Nat. West Securities had forecast £25.7m on 30th June
94. Nat West has now out its forecast to £17m.
The shares fell like a stone by 50% to 107p - wiping £153m
off the value of MDIS at the time of the float.
Comment. Our article on page one gives one side of the
deep concem felt about the MDIS results. When we talked

to a battle weary Jerry Causley (MDIS CEO), he put
forward the following points to us in defence:
1 - The shortfall was due to delays in the awarding of
contracts from Scottish Office and various police
authorities. Some of these have now been secured.
2 - Longer than expected lead times to secure orders for

the PRO-1 V banking system. In particular a large middle

eastern contract now looks less likely.
3 - Until early Sept, it appeared that any shortfall in H1

would be made up in H2. As soon as any hope of this
disappeared, the interim results/profit warning was issued.
4 - He was "annoyed that this had happened in our first
year as a listed company" but that wanted to stress that
MDIS was still ☜fundamentally sound".
Lest our comments on page one are construed as any

personal criticism of Causley☂s ethics, remember that
unlike the external investors, he sold not one of his shares
at the time of the float.

   

.Unisvst é FM sypplier't☂ x .- . ,
☂While☁ compiling- the Harley, Report. in Mayor, Unisys

 

  

19.6% stake in the German operation. The success of

  

☜Continued demand in Europe" at CMG
Perhaps the company most concerned about the problems
at MDIS is CMG Computer Management Group which
declared its intention earlierthis yearto come to the stock
market in spring 1995. The results for the full year to 31 st
Dec. 93 were, much like MDIS and Coda, as consistent
and safe as you will find anywhere (PBT £11.1m on
revenues of £128.8m) (See review in System House May 94).
This month CMG has reported exoellent interim results
to 30th June 94 showing revenues up 13% at £69.7m.
PBT up a massive 54% at £6.8m and EPS up 59%. Profit
margins are now approaching 10% which is extremely
good compared with other companies in CMG's people/
processing type of business.

"The Netherlands continues to be the largest market with
63% of turnover and is growing strongly and profitably".

UK revenues increased by 13% where ☜trading conditions
are improving☝. But, as predicted, Germany is unlikely to
be profitable this year although there are clear signs that
this goal will be achieved in 1995. With a further 127 staff
recruited since the end of June 94, Chairman Douglas
Gorman reports that ☁prospects for the year are good".
CMG is exactly the type of stable SCSl company we need
on the Stock Exchange. But have recent events soured
investors' appetite for our sector?

 

    
  

told us they hadjust £4.4mhiFM'reyenues☂. '1 993 which
put them well o iSide:OU[ TOpVTw'e'nty'rankings.;We:were☂
surprised to'learnjthis month thatthey have signed on'ej☁of
the☝ UK☂sbiggest outsourcing deals.'A 'nevll"sinsidi'ary;-
'UniSYS, Pay☝

 

V ☁ _t service's ~ will be set Liptornanage the,
Cooperative Bank☁s payment processing'system's on a
,10lyear contract; 200'=Co♥op staff will,transter'.-, '. . I
Readersmay rememberthat-Fl wasrecently awarded a
£21.5'm contract by Co-op Bank fofrunth'eir IT dept.
NCC makes profit at last
The National Computing Centre has finally recorded a

profit after five years of losses. Revenues were down 5%
at £12m but PBT of £216K (against a loss of £738K last

year) was recorded for the year to 31st Mar 94.
The NCC, under the chairmanship of John Ockenden and
with Nigel Banister as CEO, has been moving away from
being an organisation representing users towards a more

commercially oriented SCSI company.
Last yearthere were even rumours of a Stock Exchange
float. With their record of losses, they would probably fit
quite well with the recent batch of new issues...

Genesis providing new dawn for 065?
COO Geoff Unwin's hard fought reformsjat FrenCh CGS
(owners of Hoskyns) seem at last to bejsjhowing the first
signs of susceSSL-Losses for the six months to 30m June
94 have reduced from FFr197mto FFrttsrn on static
revenUes of FFr5,052rn. These figures have been adjusted
to allow for the merging of Cap debts with .debis
Systemh☂aus which means that CGS now hold}! minority

  

  

  

   

   
application management was cited as O,
contributorstowards this welcome uptur' .
return to profitable growth☝ is forecast. .
02 showed a Welcome reversal in the revenue decline
with the order book 12% ahead of lasttinie. ☁ V V
ln'what of late could be described as a bullish Statement,
nwintold us he found it all ☜mildly encou☂ragin'g'i '
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ack in go☁s.
  

Cray..(please don ☂t call us Electronics anymore)
Having already established a direct link between how fast
companies announce results to how good they are, we
now add a further performance criteria...length of AGM.

Cray's AGM lasted just eight minutes...and that included

the announcement of a 22m order trom BT, a 23m order

for an upgrade to the Autolile reservation system at First

Choice and a three year contract from the Cabinet Office.

Chairman Roger Holland said ☜trading continues in line
with expectations and good progress is being made".

It shareholders can't find anything to criticise, they could
at least have spent some time delivering a eulogy to
Messrs. Holland. Richards, Harrison, Shone, Smith, Piggott
etc. Not of course that they too haven't benefited from

Cray☂s superb performance... Cray☁s share price was

around 50p, when the new management arrived. lt closed

September 1994 on 178p.

October 1994

   Macro 4 - PBT, EPS and Share Price Record
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☂ . : i'egainst' a "hackground☁of continuing change within-the

V announcedandhavecrashedafurther22% in the month
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Relative to 1987

      
   

  1990 1991 1992 1993

.ieomputervus☁erfenvironment. change which is. part/yet
least, responsib/e☁for the continuedirate of contract
cancellations☝. ' . '
The market at tong'last seems to share our pessimism.

' Shares were already down 18% whenthe the results were

since; In the,☁last'year' alone £64m'has been knocked off
off Macro '4☂s capitalisatiOn.,We repeat the closing remarks

V from our last year☁s review ☜Macro 4 gets top marks for
lost opportunltles't'.

 
- J

Renaissance continues apace at Wakebourne
In April 94. Wakebourne (nee Maddox) announced that
☜the problems and distractions of the last year are firmly
behind us". We will not repeat the list of woes otherthan
to remind you they included a loss of £18,6m.
Results for the completely restructured group for the six
months to 30th June 94 show the prediction was correct
with revenues of£18.2m (£12m) and PET of £1 .O7m (Loss
£18.94m). Operating profits for the remaining computer
services activities grew by ☜in excess of 20%☝.
Wakebourne seem to be emerging as one of the few to
change successfully from hardware maintenance to a
more blue-chip outsourcing based service. Indeed their
remote network service offerings are highly regarded. The
£2.3m contract from the European Bank for Reconciliation
to operate their technology support centre is indicative of
the high quality contracts on offer.

System House _    
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   masswe 57%1-gain in 1994 so far. B V V'Radiuss'ha ,
still dOWf☁l 68% since ourCSl'lndeX started in'Apnl 19,89;
Ghatswhatj confidence can really'do for you! 33' '
Honesty from INSTEM
INSTEM specialises in computerised control systems for
power stations, water boards and others like BNFL. It has

been pro table in everyone of its 25 years. If we
introduced a new System House award it would be for

most honest Chairman ☂5 statements - whether giving
good or bad news. David Gare would be in line for that
reward. His profit warnings in 1992, as a result of three of

his customers being placed into receivership, were a

model of correctness. Everyone of his statements since
have proved correct.
Latest results for the six months to 30th June 1994show
PBT up 23% at £505K, EPS also up 23% but revenues
down 15% at £8.04m "re ecting the nature ofour projects
business". Order intake "has been higher than in previous
years☝.
Gare ☜anticipates a satisfactory outcome for the year".
On his track record, we have no reason to doubt him.

F8uspending reality at Virtuality \
Virtuality specialises in ☜low cost virtual reality systems☝
for games suppliers like Sega and Blockbuster. Their
software is also used in such things as the "Eurotunne/
Experience" and in Project Elysium (with IBM) for use in
☜non-leisure industries☝. Virtuality was floated in Oct. 93
at 170p and the share price has fluctuated wildly since to
a high of 361p and then all the way back down to 160p.
Assuming you are operating in actual reality, Virtuality has

a current capitalisation of £42m. This is interesting given
the latest results this month for the six months to 301h
June 1994. These show revenues up 69% at £4.1m,
operating losses of £829K (profit £73K last time) and a
loss before tax of £695K (PBT £65K in 1993).
Chaimian, David Payne,is "confident that the existing core
business and the signing of further licensing agreements
will enable Virtua/ity to report a pro table outcome for the
1995 financial year☝.
Other reviewers were equally optimistic. The Investors
Chronicle concluded that ☜those with a handle on the
Qachnology are likely to think the shares good value".      J 

4 

@ermammer set FAIR...☝

☁our industry. That , barometerwas superbly

Itoz£733K and EPSup 136%: Both theUK,"(£'23.9rn) and

Kioftware was up 9% but DOS sales declined☁by 54%. j

Coda warns AGAIN
We have received more calls about Coda in the last two
months than about any other company. We know that many
System House subscribers became Coda shareholders
when they floated in Feb. 94 at 235p. They were devastated
in July when Coda announced its first interim results
reporting a major slowdown in accounting software licence
sales on DEC VAX and an acceleration in R&D expenditure.
Full year profit expectations reduced from £43m to £1 m
and the shares have since crashed to 84p.
This month Coda issued anotherprofits warning to saythat
"it now seems unlikely that Coda will achieve better than a
break-even result before ESOP charges". l.e. at best a loss
of £2.9m. To add to the DEC VAX difficulties, now ☜there
have been signs that newlicence sales on the IBMAS/400
platform are also beginning to be adversely affected". Coda
is reacting by taking 22m from the cost line - mainly in the
US.
Much of the disappointment from those ☁phoning us has
been directed at Rodney Potts himself. A selection of
comments to us include "We really rated him..trusted
him..surely he must have known what was going on in the
DEC market when he floated?.. we should have taken more
notice of the fact that he took out £5m from the float..."
Potts feels these comments deeply. He told us that things
were under control and to be patient. The open systems
product was selling better than budget and he ☜was feeling
a lot happier than a few months ago...believe me we have
now got it right☂.
But our concerns about Coda derive not only from the
downturn in proprietary licence sales or that they got the
forecasts wrong. Our concern is that Coda will be facing
intense cut throat competition from every company from
Sage to SAP in the open systems arena. Only the toughest
and fittest will survive...and at present you wouldn☂t use
either of those words to describe a rather wounded Coda.

, \t
Since we» started publication,.in 1.989;:we52haveused
ComputerPeople as a barometer of the future health of

 

   

anticipating'thedar'k,daysof1990i91192andt ☁ '
of revival in 1993. Thelatesi results torthe,
athune31994vshowrevehu ' _, , , V
profitS'(befOre exceptional Items): up 131%. PET doubled

 

US (£14.2m) grew well.☂ in the .UK. the-number, of
consultants on placement increased by 8%, Margins
increased showing, at long last, that teevrates' might be
stabilising. But it was recruitment placement reVenues~ up
76% -'which perhaps givethe mostpositive signs of much
better days ahead for the industry. V g V. V ,
The 'lT☂Contract staff business has become a1th topic in
the last☁year what☁With Philip Svirinstead at Parity and the
acquisition growth at CRT. Last year ex-BlS, Roger Graham-
joined as Chairman of ComputerPeople and mi Fleet/$5
became CEO. Themarket likes it☁all'toor Computer Pebple☁s
share price is up 42% since Graham's arrival.☁ :
...but software price competition continues
The Software Publishers Association hasreported a. 15%
increase in European software products revenues to $444m
but a 65% increase in unit sales. in otherwords there was
yet another 30% decline in unit prices. Windows based
product accounted for around 85% of revenues. Apple October 1994
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Misys buys FCG
Misys has acquired FCG, a software developer for the
construction industry, for £1.47m - £0.95m in cash. the
rest in loan notes. FCG will fit into Mentor (acquired in
May 89 for £12.4m). FCG's PBTforthe year to 31 st Aug.
94 is estimated at not less than £140K, so the deal is

hardly cheap.   
SIIP" _ H
ntrell (t/a VentureBu'sl
plus atdithe'r'EtJm b

 

Our oft repeated advice to the struggling hardware vendors
has been to increase their software and services revenues
as perthe successful recipe at lCL.
A few months ago we were rather surprised to see IBM
selling its Federal Systems Company (FSC) - which was
rather big in services in US. This month DEC has sold its
Rdb business to Oracle for $108m (one year's revenue).
Also this month, Groupe Bull has sold its $450m service

and systems integration business in US. Australia etc. to
Wang for $160m. lntegris is not included.
The deal does not include the UK or Europe. This therefore
fuels our belief that BULL Information Systems in the UK
is a prime acquisition target. Remember Peter Bonfield☂s
(lCL) statement last year that he would be interested in
certain parts of BULL☂s operations?
Or perhaps an M80 can be arranged?

Admiral and MIND
Admiral has acquired the lPRs to the Marketing
Information Database product (MIND) for £750K in cash
from the receivers appointed to Third Wave Networks in
August. Further royalties will also be paid from sales until
the end of 1995. Clay Brendish said ☜This isa further step
forward in our strategy to continue to develop ourpresence
in the application package marketplace".

Kode to sell DCM?
Further to our report on Kode last month, the Investors
Chronicle (2nd Sept. 94) reported that "the company's house
broker, Hoare GOVett, is now floating the idea that TPM

DCM will be sold off...with a break-up value on Kode of
£2. am☝. An accompanying Sell recommendation sent the
shares sliding yet again - that is a 37% decline in the last
two months alone.

V3Tltej'fina☂l, terminal, last chapter of the'ElTstory?
- ry w: '3ty'pical of the misguided f☁let☂slbuild a

pny y taking over lots of loss-making
' ' h. This month..the joint administrator

high to shareholders stating that all
made redundant'and that EIT is
subsidiary Sysmatlc is,- however, still

 

  
   
   

 

   

 

  

networking specialist IBS called in the

,.receivers ingAuQUSty..☁.Several IBS staff have this month
joined Hung☁e'rtolfd b☁afsed Networks UK...a Company
said by 'ex-EIT Group directors/managers.

 

WThe others..Praxis (now owned by Touche Ross) has\
acquired Program Validation Ltd (PVL), who develop

tools used for static analysis and verification of critical

software. Mac dealer Creative Media Group has

appointed the receivers. They had a creative scheme

whereby in return for an up front £499 fee customers could
buy Mac product at cost. Oxford-based Apple dealer Noah
Computers has also appointed the receivers. Wellman
has bought Newbury Data Recording/DRI for £46m from

FKI. CTS Group has acquired Olympic Computer
Technology. itself bought out of receivership last year.
Advanced Media Group (interactive multimedia) has
placed 400,000 shares at 110p each under Rule 42
market. The placing of 034% of the equity values the
company at £1 .3m. Hugh Symons has bought Bradford-
based PC dealer Eltec Computing from AB Electronics.
lTnet has paid £50K for the IT division ofNewcastle &

  

@onh Tyneside Health Auth. to secure an FM deal. J

We do like a little joke..
Jeff Trendell (ex of Insight, Synapse) has really gotten
the acquisition bug in his new vehicle - Arrival. Not content
with Data Net. Systemdata and Syan in the last year, this
month he has bought AS/4OO FM provider Telford
Computing after the death of its founder, Peter Ross.
Arrival now has revenues off c£6m.

Trendell wrote on his note to us ☜I am close to needing
the Rennies". Geddit?

(JBA Continues unbroken record . W-
Given thatthe last few months have been full of new issues ,
shocking the marketwith their maiden results (see page '
one'featu_re);'_it gives us particular pleasure to repon at
iéas☂t☁one exception. ' . ☂ ,
Dealings in JBA International shares started on 30th
June 94 so it would really have stretched our credulity to
breaking point if JBA had produced other than satisfactory
results for'thesix months to 30th June 94. In the event,
revenues increased 29% to £38.5m and PET was £264K
compared with 'a £1m ☁ loss last time. This result was
produced despite, R&D expenditure which, is fully
expensed '- up from £3.9m to'ESBm. ,
JBA☁s principal product is Business.400 ~ an IBM AS/4oo
.based integrated business system. Financials are just a
'-part'of the 30 modules which make up the product. A
majority of revenues are earned outside the UK with the
US representing around 40% of turnover. Although no one

would deny that new licence revenues are important,
services and maintenance represent over 50% of JBA☂s
revenues.

So what of the future?Chairman Alan Vickery assured us
that he had seen no softening in demand for their products.
Indeed, the current success of the ASI4OO seems to be
one of IBM's best kept secrets at present. JBA☁s brokers
are forecasting pro ts up nearly 50% at 俉6.9m for the full

year. Although Vickery wisely would not be drawn on this,
he did point to the 33% increase in the interim dividend
saying ☜nothing has happened to change our view that
1994 will show another year of excellent growth".

The problem is that JBA has been affected by association
withthe shockers in the sector. JBA was launched at 160p

but shares are new trading down 12.5% at 140p.
JBA☁s record has been consistently excellent and their
management is well respected. We sincerely hope that

Qheir record will remain unbroken.

    JSystem House _
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.f☁l-lowevei: the GSA, did not receive well his suggestions
for putting its house in order, which included the,
thatAnderseh Cdnsdlting should have been'expe ,
jleaSt☁cenSUred over the Wessex disaster☝. Source {Daily
Telegraph 31;: Jan. '94._The CSA made mattersjworse☁by:

i pointing out to Quidnunc that the f☁disparagemen father
,members of the industry is unbus'inesslilre As CSA
members ourselves and every parry "amed'is System
House subscriber, how could we comment! ', V ' ' '
,'-_.Q,uidnunc achieveda profit margin

  

 

, 31%! in'i199
(reduced to a still highly respectable :20%'in 1994).,This
' put them in the top echelons of our profit margin rankings
and we used them extensitIer'a's'one☁ ofthe many
specialist consultancies achieving the kind; of profit
margins previously reserved for product suppliers.
'0, Quidnunc has recently achieved the kind of publicity in
(the national media which would be the envy of companies
'many'times their size._' , ' , . I
The Ouidnunc storystartsin 1987 when'elder brother☁Nick
Holt developed an E-Mail system for use'on☁ the Apple
Mac. The product was bought by'Microsottfin☂1988 and
became better known as the best selling MS-Mait - proving,
yet againthat the VBritishvreally (knowhowvto develop
softWare but not quite so much about how to☂market it;
Nick☝ Holt has worked with Microsoft ever since and is
retiring with untold wealth this year - at the ripe old age of
32!

Laurence, meanwhile, has been responsible for growing
Quidnunc in the UK. A statement like ☜Holt, 29 years'old,
is dressed from head to foot in black. the same colouras.
the narrow~ nned blinds in his office; most ofthe other
stafffavour Levi☂s jeans☝ (Source -The Independent 7th Mar. 94)
also sets Laurence apart from most of the ☜old boys" at
the CSA. Quidnunc specialises in developing GUI and
Client-sewer based systems. Although theyvtoo started

. on the Mac. most otthe business now is Windows based.
They workacross all sectors with the City and Healthcare
being particularly important. Clients are blue chip and
include BZW, Glaxo, BT, BP etc.
What we liked about Quidnunc is that it comes without
the baggage of the last 35 years. it assumes that users
want GUI. it bases its system build on best of breed
Windows product rather than hand crafting all the code, it
firmly believes that the reason most projects fail is that
they are made too large and complex. It cites Taurus as a☁
classic example of a system which could have been
Working successfully by now ifit had adopted that principle.
Financially Quidnunc is a high performer (revenues up
30% to 30th Apr. 94 and a 50% growth to 22m forecast
for the current year), highly profitable (PBT = 俉250K) with
'2350K cash in the bank. Laurence Holt is the largest
shareholder with other executives holding most of the rest.
The most common criticism of System House is that we
only feature large SCSI companies. Quidnunc may be
small now, but has the image and approach of companies
many times their size. We confident/y predict you will be   

    

 

Sema - really rather good
Sema☂s results for the six months to 30th June 94 are a
good indication of the improving prospects for the services
(rather than products) side of our industry. Revenues
increased 28% to £298.4m. Before exceptional gains, PET
was up 34% at £14.2m and EPS was up 25%. Net cash
was up from £18.2m to £23.5m. However, if the
exceptional gains on the disposal of businesses in H1
93 are included along with the 俉1.64m loss on the sale of
l-Linie this time, PET was down 17% at £12.6m .

UK revenues grew by 9% to £113.2m - the largest by far
of Sema's country markets. Germany grew even more -
by 14% - but was only worth £17.5m. France grew by just
2.6% to £82.6m. The single greatest reason for the
revenue increase was the acquisition of SKDforetegen
(now Sema Sweden) which contributed revenues of
£56.2m in the first half - and now represents 19% of
Sema☁s revenues.
Sema introduced its ☜Book-to-Bill" ratios some years ago.
We suspect they may now be regretting this as the figures
now do not look quite so good; reducing from a ratio of
1.11 in Dec. 93 to 1.00 in June 94. If Sema is an indicator
of European SCSI fortunes, France (0.85) and Germany
(0.97) look weak, the UK is neutral (1.00) and Sweden
(1.12) and Spain (1.34) look strong.
On the surface, it is outsourcing (up 153%) at £89.1m
which looks to be Sema's strongest card. But much of
this increase is due to acquisitions in Sweden and Spain.
But System Integration (63% of revenues or £188.5m in
H1) was the major revenue source. Clearly the contribution
from BAeSema was a particularly important contributor
(showing "increased profitability") with, for example, the
SMCS Trident project on HMS Vanguard, and the Korean
Navy contract. Sema may claim that the ☜Channel Tunnel
Toll System was delivered on time and budget☝, mere

travelling mortals like us can only dream.
Chairman A Barrera de Irimo believes that all this gives
him ☜reason to feel confident in the continued success of
the group☝. We cannot disagree.

Comment. When Pierre Bonelli was appointed in 1990
he said, in the light of a profit margin of ☁j'ust☝6% achieved
in 1989, that he ☜saw no reason why a profit margin of
10% could not be achieved☂. Since his appointment
Sema☂s profit margin slumped to a low of 4% and was
only 4.8% in the first half of 1994. In the meanwhile, the
average UK SCSI company has boosted profit margins
from 5.1% in 1990 to 6.3% in 1993 and many of Sema☁s
direct competitors do a lot better (e.g. Capita (FM) = 11%.
Admiral (SI) = 13%). Even Logica (p10) achieved nearly
6% last year with 10% on the cards in 1994/95.
Now if Sema could achieve a 10% profit margin that really
would give us ☜reason to feel confident☝tool

IMI still in Computing
We got a complement this month when told that System
House was one of the few to get the cost to IMI of the
Redwood/Uniplex debacle right - at £35m .As expected,
lMl's latest results were depressed by the £8.3m trading
loss they had to take in the six months to 30th June 94.
Reading lMl's statement might lead you to believe that
computing was no more. However, the original IMI
Computing had revenues of £6m (£12m in full year 1993)
and we are assured by MD Irene Brown ☜was pro table☝.
IMI Computing, whichspecialises in AM and worldlow
systems, earns only 3% of its revenues from IMI.

  
   
  

 

  
  

   

  

   

        

  

 

eeting more of them. _ J

☜System House 9 October 1994

  



  

    

     

  

 

  

   

   

            

Bload on e carpet 'At he and of ept. COM☁bureau MR Data☁Mana'g☁em☁ent '
It was one of the worst months on record. Not because the need BT51 wn 717531136 3
CSI Index fell by 6% (it has done that before), but because '
the falls focused on the larger companies. Quoted SCSI
companies reduced in value by £291 in (8%) this month.
Indeed, Since the start of 1994 their combined value has
fallen by nearly £1 billion. This month, MDIS fell by £109m,
ACT by £44m, Macro 4 by £27m, DRS by £21m. Even the
one way rise at Cray was reversed - falling £13.5m.

It was therefore not the best of months to welcome Compel
to the market. Placed at the predicted (and qUIte fair) price Menu, (31/3/94 _ 29,9,94)
of 125p/£19.7m, they have ended their first month down From 15th Apr 39 453.71% +45.72°/..
4.8% at 119p. From 151 Jan 90 +67.06% +26.69%

..
But there were a few gainers too. Total (+24%), g; 3333;:
Wakebourne (+14%) and Radius (+13%) were all up on Fm". 151.13.. 93 3,55% 613% +3.12%
recovery hopes, From 1st Jan 94 -7.94% 42.46% -2.65%

☂ ' S ☝ hare nees an☁d☁Caipi☁tali☁sa☁tiOn☁
snu- price Shnv- pnc- C-pilelisatien Capitallletinn

Share Price capitalisation Historic Ratio CSI Ind-x % move 56 mew move (Em) move (Em)

20/011 054 (£13) 29/0/1594 (Em) PIE Clo/Rev. 29/8/94 since 31/5/94 in 1994 smcl 31 (8/94 in 1994

ACT £1.02 £185.30m 9.5 0.75 1611.11 48.50% 29.02% ~£43.60m -£75.40m

Admlral £6.45 273.507" 19.8 2.01 4573.91 0.00% 32.99% £0.00m £21.10".
Allan £1.53 235.607" 13.2 0.58 708.70 -8.43% -38.49% -£3.30m -£22.30m

Can a £1.65 £55.80m 21.0 1.77 4954.95 -5.17% ~30.67% -£4.80m -£24.00m

Cedardata £1.00 £30.50m 15.9 5.00 952.38 1.01% 4.76% £0.30m -£1.56m

Centrenold £0.91 £36.60m 1 3.7 0.54 725.00 6.19% -43.83% -£2.40m -£28.60m

Clinton] Computing £0.75 £12.60m 12.4 4.79 629.03 -13.33% 47.10% £2.00m -£7.50rn

Coda £0.84 £22.00!" 8.8 0.94 357.45 43.40% <64.26% -£3.40rn <£39.65m

COMP8| £1.19 £18.20!" 11.5 0.33 952.00 -4.50% 4.80% -£1.50m ~£1.50m

Computerised nancial £1 .05 £4.93m loss 1.48 1166.67 45.32% 16.67% -£0.90m £0.70m

Comuter People £1.09 £25.70m 45.3 0.42 818.93 8.74% 54.26% £2.30m £13.70m

Cray Etedrontos £1.75 £412.40m 20.7 1.52 1040.94 -7.29% 10.56% ~213.50m £57.60m

CRT £0.94 £62.50"! 23.0 1.33 1035.89 5.06% -4.59% £4.30m £10.7Dm

DRS D3158 Research £0.38 £13.50m 9.1 1.17 345.45 -61.22% 65.45% -£21.40m -£25.70m

DOS Grow £0.68 £6.44m 15.7 1.01 1 1 33.33 «1.23% 13.33% .2023". £2.24".
DIVISION Group £1.27 £42.90!" I055 20.63 3175.00 ~2.31% 56.79% ~21.00m £15.50m

Elamronlc Data Procesle £1.43 £37.50m 13.2 2.62 4378.44 -9.49% -27.78% -£3.90m -£14.10m

EmerprIse £0.04 £2.71m loss 0.17 25.00 65.00% -88.89% -£5.03m 4:22.981☜

6186713111 Telecomputlng £0.50 £16.40"! 44.8 2.82 537.63 ~1.96% -54.95% >£0.30m -£19.10m

INSTEM £1.63 £11.00m 10.3 0.57 1630.00 -1.21% 20.74% £3.52m £4.54m

JBA Holdlnqs £1.40 £46.20m 13.7 0.62 575.00 -9.68% 42.50% -£☁5.00m ♥£6.60rri

Kalamazoo £1.32 £50.20m 14.8 0.82 3771.43 -6.35% 32.00% ~£3.50m £12.10m

Kewlll £2.63 £31.90m 11.4 1.00 1039.53 0.00% 18.47% £0.00rn £5.40"!

Kode lmemallonal £0.49 £4.61m 7.0 0.15 227.91 2.08% -69.38% £0.09m £10.29!☜

Learmonth A Bluebell £1.01 £22.00m 1055 0.53 841 .67 1 .007. 40.34% £0.20m -£4.00m

LOUICQ £3.11 £192.20m 22.2 0.84 852.05 5.78% 13.92% £10.50!☜ £24.30m

Lynx Holdings £0.49 £20.60m 18.8 1.91 1225.00 41.92% 11.36% -£0.80m £3.80!"

MAID £0.50 £48.00m n/a 8.39 535.36 45.71% «16.36% -£8.90m -£41.10m

MDIS £1.07 £107.00m 7.3 0.72 411.54 60.46% 55.85% -£109.00m -£153.00m

MR Data Management £1.31 £72.70m 16.4 1.70 519.54 -2.24% 46.10% -£1.70m -£40.90m

M30104 £4.30 £98.00!☜ 12.1 4.02 1733.87 -21.82% -36.50% -£27.40m -£56.00m

Micro Focus £8.18 £117.80m 9.9 1.41 3951.69 ~5.76% 48.20% -£7.20m <£24.20m

Mlcwaen £1.27 £50.00m 12.7 0.94 542.74 ~2.31% -14.19% -£1.20m -£8.30m

Mluovltec £0.38 £23.90!☜ 18.3 0.65 914.63 40.71% 15.38% -£Z.90m £2.70m

Mb☝ 24.34 £205.30m 13.6 2.20 1079.60 0.00% -14.06% £0.00m £9.40!☜

MMT £1.75 £20.00!☜ 18.2 2.83 1059.52 24.48% -£0.10m £4.70m

Orr-Demand £1.10 £56.10!" loss 2.95 1410.26 2.65% ~£2.00m -£1.50m

Ordovd M0101qu £0.65 £21.40m loss 15.18 725.00 -27.50% -£2.20m -£8.10m

P&P £0.68 £53.20m 16.9 0.24 304.93 6.25% -£3.10m £17.70m

Pam}! £1.34 £49.10m 35.0 2.48 7444.42 21.82% -£3.30m £5.90!"
Pegasus £1.73 £10.80rn 17.4 1.44 471.38 ~19.16% -£0.30m >£3.30m

Persona £1.56 £18.90m 13.8 0.83 975.00 2.50% -£1.40m -£0.40m

Phonellnk £2.54 231.com loss 65.27 1638.71 - 40.22% -£14.80m ~£48.20m

onlaue £1.37 £42.60!☜ loss n/n 1630.95 ~29.02% -67.46% ~£17.40m ~£7z.80m

Quallty Sonwm £3.02 234.107" 56.3 2.55 1031.50 2.35% 321% £0.50m £2.60m

Radius £0.44 £12.30m toss 0.53 318.54 12.02% 57.14% £1.40m £4.66m
RsalTlme Control £1.56 £10.60m 11.7 1.24 3183.67 6.45% 113.70% >£1.00m £5.49m

Rnle☁ Nolan £1.90 £23.00m 29.2 1.81 2261.90 -2.56% 28.51% A20.60m £6.30m

5'9☜ GWUP £6.14 £128.30!☜ 18.5 3.11 4723.08 5.14% 20.39% £6.20m £23.20m

58"☜☜0☝ £0.30 254.com 10.4 1.44 1497.37 4.76% 10.00% £1.60m £5.50m
55"☜ Gmup £4.30 £399.00m 25.9 0.79 1352.20 1.65% 35.71% £7.70m £116.90!☜
Sherwood £1.01 £6.16"! lass 0.26 541.57 -19.20% -8.18% ~£1.46m -£0.55m

Spalgo Consullnu £1.02 £12.00m 40.2 2.63 1073.68 -2.es% 7.37% -£0.30m £0.90m
513nm ☜WOW £0.15 £2.79m loss 0.93 68.85 4.13% 61.56% -£0.09m £1.49".
supe'scape £2.15 £11.40!" loss 17.76 1085.56 -3.15% 5.59% -£O.40m £0.90"!
Total £0.31 £3.10!☜ 32.2 1.48 584.91 24.00% 29.17% 20.60111 £0.70!☜

77399 £0.38 £5.31 in 22.6 0.29 304.00 -7.32% 0.00% »£0.42m -£0.08m
Unbalm £1.11 £22.50!☜ n/a 2.09 1110.00 -4.31% 11.00% «£1.00m £2.26m

Vega Group £2.55 £36.10m 25.7 3.72 2000.16 9.44% 16.44% £3.20m £5.20m

Vlmlally £1.60 £41.90m loss 7.74 941.18 -23.44% 51.66% $12.80!☜ -£44.70m

Vlslac £0.24 £29.60m 13.1 0.56 1043.48 4.35% 0.00% 21.30171 20.30711

Wekeboume £0.91 £19.00!" loss 0.81 505.56 13.75% 51.67% £2.30m £6.50m

Note: CSI Index set at 1000 on 15111 April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSI Index Is not weighted; a change in the share price of the largest company has the same effect as a similar change torthe smallest company.   
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PBT of £18m is expected for 1994/95☁ Themarket has aiready reacted positively - Logic'a shares up 6%,this monthg

Logica - Eight Year
PBT and EPS Record
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Expressions of ☜uncertainty☝ over future at...

...Enterprise
It would be difficult to find a more depressing story than
Enterprise. But when Hanna invested last year and John
Small took over the Chairman☂s role, we expected some

relief. Results only just released for the year to 31 st Mar.
94 show disposals and restructuring led to revenues falling
from £58.2m to £16.4m in the year to 31st Mar. 94. Pre-
tax losses reduced from £6.14m to £2.05m. Afaster than
expected downturn in mainframe maintenance revenues
was amongst the reasons cited. The alliance with Granada
has been discontinued, Enterprise Inc. closed down and
their German operation put into liquidation.
But it is the current trading statement, coupled with a note

of ☜fundamental uncertainty' from new auditors Stoy
Hayward, emphasising the need forfurtherfunding which
really concerns us. The future - maybe even the survival
of Enterprise - now depends on selling surplus offices and
establishing Database Sewer Systems (acquired in Feb.
94) in the UK. Enterprise shares ended the month down
65% at just 3.5p.

...KRCS
Readers know that Richard Holway is the Chairman of
Rothwell Group plc which is about the same size as the
other large Apple dealer, KRCS.
With both care and a genuine feeling of ill ease, we report
that KRCS this month filed accounts for the year to 30th

Sept. 93 showing a loss of £1 .3m on revenues of £25.7m.
Even though Nat. West Ventures had injected a further
21m in Apr. 94, as late as 23rd Aug, KRCS' auditors had
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Losses as predicted at CFS
Computerised Financial Solutions (CFS), which provides

credit management software, was another of the recent

new issues - at 90p in Feb. 94. Although apre-tax loss of
£36K (PBT £77K) on revenues down 14% at £1,.4m was
announced for the six months to 30th June 94, these were
at least in line with market expectations. Start up costs in
the US were the cause of the losses and a profit is expected
for the full year. Indeed. the shares have performed well -

UP 17% at 105p since the launch.
A note of caution though. CFS capitalises R&D. Intangible
assets now exceed total net assets.

Contrary to expectations...OSP fails to disappoint
Financial accounting software developer. Quality Software
Products (QSP), produced better than expected results.
PBT for the six months to 30th June 94 increased from
£143K to £604K on revenues up 10% at £7.27m. EPS was
up 245%. QSP☁s US partner - Global - has achieved its
first order from Avis.
We should point out, however, that a further £2.8m Ft&D
was capitalised in the period, adding to the £10m intangible
assets already on the balance sheet.
PBT of around 23m is expected torthe year although ESOOK

additional costs for overseas expansion was announced.

October 1994 11

expressed uncertainty over the future. Their factoring
company, owed £2.3m in Sept. 93, was demanding
personal guarantees.
TheApple channel has been hit hard by marginpressures.
Apple cannot afford another major failure.

nvigorated DCS exceeds expectations V
It has been quire a year so far for DCS and its CEO Ray
Spence. Back in Feb. Nesco Investments sold its Nigerian

interests and concentrated on its SCSI activities under
the DCS banner, where they are the #2 supplier of
computer systems to motor dealers with their Global
Dealer Management System.
After a successful 1 for 3 rights issue at 55p, DCS then
bought Motis (£300K). GSI UK (£4OOK) and a stake in
French Aagic SA. Results for the year to 30th June 94
show revenues on continuing operations up 5% at £5.8m
and £562K from three months of the new acquisitions
making £6.4m in total. PET was up 84% at £426K and
EPS increased 61%.
But the market marked the shares down 4% to 68p this
month despite the better than expected results - this is
still lower than the 1994 high of 90p. J

"Further recovery" at Sherwood?
lt had been a terrible year for Sherwood with a £2m loss.

the problems at Lloyds, repeated profit warnings, sales
of subsidiaries and the resignation of CEO Richard Guy.
Results for the 6 months to 30th June 94 show a loss of
£88K (PBT £541 K last time) on static revenues of £12m.
Guardian contributed profits of £300K in the period until
sold to ICL on Apr. 94 but redundancy costs totalled £412K.

Net debt decreased from £3.4m to £1.9m in the period,

Chairman David O'Brien is ☜encouraged by the results
and remains confident that we will continue to move

towards further recovery for the full year☝.

System House .♥
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Mind blowing statistics
The Economist produced its supplement onthe computer
industry this month. it was one of the best we have seen
and we thoroughly recommend readers to get their copy.
We reproduce below a small, but mind blowing, extract,
containing statistics that we suspect will find their way
into a few subscribers☁ speeches in the months to come.
☜The revolution sparked by the PC has been both swift
and brutal. From a standing start in the early 19805, sales
of PCs have soared to around 50/71 a year - a market
worth $74 billion annually according to Dataquest. That
compares with global sales last year of 35m passenger
cars and 100m colour television sets. By the end of 1993,
according to PaineWebber, an American securities firm,

176m PCs at all kinds were in use around the world, more
than 80% based on Intel☂s and Microsoft's standard. The
potential global market, reckons Paine Webber, could be
700/71' '.

☜The biggest change in the PC market is still under
way...the population ofhome computers willgrowby about
17% a year over the next ve years, compared with growth
ofaround 8% in the corporate market. . .Computer make

LUNG☜ Speak. ☁:- I, - . . J andsoftware companies will have little choice but to adapt;
Jennings leaves Easams by the end of the decade, thinks Link Resources, 54% of
GEC☁s SCSI subsidiary, Easams, has been without an

MD for over a year since Paul Davies left to join Parity.
During that time Keith Jennings has been acting MD.
Jennings☁ record in building Easams Commercial Division
has been exemplary. Indeed, Easams released their results

torthe yearto 31st Mar 94 this week. These show revenues
up 44% at £122.5m (due in pan to a £50m Malaysian
defence contract), PBT up 43% at £13.9m and a healthy

12.4% margin tora people business employing 1170 staft.
So you wouldthink that Jennings would be the natural tor
the MD☂s role. Indeed, we, like many in the industry, reiused

to give the headhunters any suitable new MD candidates -
telling them they already had him on board.
Attera yearoi suffering this situation, Jennings has resigned
this month with no replacement announced. it GEC cannot
recogniso an asset, his new employers might allow him a

more aqua/opportunity to prove his worth.

Watch this spacel

ORDER FORM

the world's PCs will be in the hands of consumers, not
businessmen, up from 34% in the mid 19805☝.
Source - The Economist 17th Sept. 94 - Reprints £2 - Tel: 071 830 7004.

Did you also know that the combined profits of lntel and
Microsoft now exceed the combined
profits of all the other players in the
PC industry?Source - FT zoih Sept. 94.

We remember giving a speech 12
years ago on the importance ofthe
PC to SCSI companies. We were
treated as a nutter - real

computer people don☂t use
PCs. We wonder whether the
reaction to the prediction that
the consumer market will be
bigger than the business
market by 2000 will be any Will there be your
different? customers in 2000?
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